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MISSION
To strengthen our community 
and improve the lives of our 
clients by delivering excellent 
health and human services 
tailored to meet their needs.

VISION
To provide effective and 
innovative whole health care 
for the people and community 
we serve.

VALUES
Respect for the uniqueness and 
cultural differences of 
each individual. 

Excellence in the quality of 
our services.  

Sustainability through good 
stewardship of our resources.  

Partnering with clients, 
organizations, and agencies. 
 
Encourage healthy life choices.  
 
Commitment to our standard 
of excellence. 
 
Teamwork and collaboration 
both internally and externally. 
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It’s all about the future. The work Sound has been 
undertaking over the past year, the investments 
we’ve made, the evolution of our business—it’s all 
about the future. Though our industry is rapidly 
changing, Sound keeps our vision on the future. 
The process requires equal parts enthusiasm and 
patience, flexibility and resolve and, importantly, 
a willingness to make difficult choices. Over the 
course of 2018, that is exactly what we’ve done. 
We’re building a great future for our clients, our 
team members, the larger community and we are 
doing it in so many ways. 

In 2018, we rebranded and actively marketed 
Sound Solutions, a counseling service for 
individuals with less intensive behavioral health 
needs. Though we have offered the program 
for years, we began proactively educating the 

broader community about the program—whether 
they have Medicaid or private insurance. Sound 
Solutions serves clients thorough convenient 
locations, hours geared toward working 
professionals and a range of services that a 
typical private counseling practice cannot offer. 
We did this with the belief that everyone in our 
community should have access to the care they 
need, where they need it and when they need it. 

Our future as an independent, innovative 
healthcare organization continues through our 
investment in Reaching Recovery, a distinctive care 
model that is designed to deliver appropriate 
levels of care to clients based on their needs and 
health acuity. The model provides five levels of 
care and has a proven track record of success 
in improving client outcomes, increasing team 

Sound President & CEO 
Patrick Evans

LETTER FROM THE 
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Designing
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member satisfaction, and producing cost savings. 
Sound is two years into the implementation and 
every business line at Sound now is leveraging 
the model. Though we are still measuring the 
program’s effectiveness, feedback from team 
members and clients tell us that we’re headed 
in the right direction. We are encouraged and 
excited about the care model and look forward 
to its continued impact on the ways we serve our 
clients and the community. 

Ongoing investments to enhance and scale our 
electronic health record system, MyAvatar, our 
continued telehealth expansion and essential 
investments in business intelligence and data 
analytics position us well for the future. We’re 
excited at diving deep into our data and learning 
more about which services are most effective, 
which populations benefit most from the care 
we provide, where we need to expand services, 
what technologies will enable us to better deliver 
care and many more intriguing capabilities. 
Technology will continue be the foundation of 
everything we do as a healthcare business—and 
play a central role in our future. I’m extremely 
excited by that. 

Driven by the mandates of Washington state, 
the behavioral healthcare industry is a full “go” 
with primary care integration. Though there are 
many ways the behavioral healthcare industry 
can pursue integration—Sound’s unique vision 
for it combines providing onsite primary care 
through a combination of partnerships and hiring 
primary care practitioners in-house. Our goal 
is to remain fiercely independent, distinctive in 
our approach and oriented toward behavioral 
health in our care design. Our goal is to provide 
accessible, comprehensive and value-based whole 
health solutions in the region. We look forward to 
sharing more about this exciting program in the 

year ahead and believe it will create an exciting 
future for our clients. 

Yes, we are building a bright future for our 
clients and the community. But that future must 
also include our talented and committed team 
members. If they do not experience financial 
stability, are not paid a fair wage and cannot 
afford to live within a reasonable commute to 
our locations, then what does that future hold 
for our organization?

It is the Executive Leadership Team’s highest 
priority—advocating for our team members—
to increase the case rates that serve as the 
foundation for their salaries. We have dedicated 
key components of our Strategic Roadmap on our 
workforce and are well underway in that effort. 
We have increased our presence in Olympia, 
joining other healthcare providers in raising our 
voice, to message the critical situation facing 
our industry. We actively advocate for our team 
members in the community and through the 
media. In 2018, this was one of the most pressing 
issues our industry faced and we will continue to 
focus on this issue as essential to our future.

Ancient Roman poet, Virgil, once wrote, “They 
can because they think they can.” That best 
characterizes our perspective on the future. It 
is all about the future for us, and I’m optimistic 
about what lies ahead. 

    Patrick C. Evans
    President & CEO
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Sound’s technology team, led by Chief Technology 
Officer, Josh Nelson, is empowering Sound to 
provide effective, whole healthcare for the people 
and the community we serve. Always asking the 
question, “How can we innovate better?” Nelson’s 
group is doing just that. 

2018 was an extremely active year, with the team 
making sweeping changes across the whole 
organization, implementing tools and training team 
members on several key technology platforms. 

Directives from the Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the necessity 
to protect client information obliges healthcare 
organizations to invest in IT infrastructure, talent 

and application systems. These regulations and 
the need for meaningful use of data are the driving 
forces behind Sound’s technology team and are 
at the heart of Sound’s mission, leading the way in 
whole person care and team member support. 

Nelson’s team continues the transformation of 
Sound into a more data-driven organization that 
is focused on implementing tools that make the 
lives of team members easier and enables them to 
make the best decisions for clients’ care. 

“We’re giving our clinical teams tools that are 
intuitive and easy to navigate. These tools work 
together, hand-in-hand with hospitals and other 
care facilities, ensuring the very best care possible 
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Sound’s IT team members (l to r): Josh Nelson, Christopher Bays, 
Jacob Durham and Celia Emmett discuss technology plans

Sound’s IT Team: Thought 
Leadership through Innovation

continued next page



for the people we serve,” says Nelson. “Improving 
access to data means improving care outcomes.” 

The team continued to work tirelessly to add even 
more client-focused technologies for mining and 
tracking data, managing whole person healthcare 
and integrating those tools with healthcare 
systems. “It’s really important that we keep in 
lockstep with the healthcare community.”

One tool that Nelson’s team is very excited about is 
the implementation of the Emergency Department 
Information Exchange (EDIE), a shared tool that 
allows for emergency departments to interact with 
Sound clinicians. Nelson reports that Sound is 
the only organization of its kind in Washington to 
integrate the EDIE system. 

EDIE is a standard system in most emergency 
rooms. It is a collaborative, case management 
framework, automated and done as events 
occur. It is a targeted tool for proactively notifying 
interested stakeholders of relevant patient-specific 
events or behaviors.

When a person goes to an emergency room, 
EDIE enables ER staff to see relevant patient 
information, such as health conditions and 
prescribed medications. It enables providers to 
be aware of the patient’s relevant history and also 
collaborate on a single patient-specific plan of care 
shared across all providers and clinicians, making 
the best possible care outcome. The system also 
sends a real-time alert to the patient’s providers 
and clinicians. This notification helps Sound keep 
within the scope of county healthcare guidelines, 
which specify a requirement for client contact 
within seven days of an emergency room visit. 

Sound is also implementing healthcare key 
performance indicators with Tableau, a platform 
that allows organizations to create customized 
dashboards complete with interactive charts, 

graphs and infographics to help display 
essential information. 

“Tableau enables users to enjoy a visual 
representation of sometimes complicated 
information,” says Nelson. “Tableau allows 
clinicians and providers to understand important 
data at a glance.”

“It’s crucial to be a part of the medical information 
community,” Nelson says. “As Sound rolls out more 
primary care, we have to adapt our technology 
to support our providers and care teams. We just 
have to.”

Sound is also using telemedicine, connecting 
patients to providers in several Sound locations. 
Telemedicine is real-time, HIPAA compliant and 
secure. Practitioners using telemedicine are 
held to the same standard of care as practitioners 
engaging in traditional in-person care delivery.

What’s next for Sound? More technology 
innovations, of course. “We will always be learning 
and implementing new technology solutions. We 
want to make these very high-level tools easy 
and intuitive for clinicians to use,” says Nelson. 
”We train team members how to use the tools in 
person, online and in the second quarter of 2019, 
we’ll offer some very user-friendly video tutorials.”

Continuing to grow as a data-driven 
organization can be challenging, but 
the Sound technology team is moving 
Sound forward with vision 
and passion.
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After more than a decade living under the weight 
of fear and violence, Nicole Webber* finally feels 
hopeful. She finally can think about the big picture. 
But just a few years ago, she felt frightened, 
hopeless and didn’t dare consider any sort of 
future. For her, life was “really dark.” Living in 
a domestic violence situation has that effect 
on people. 

Today, with her past behind her, Nicole feels that
she has everything to look forward to. A career 
that she loves, dreams of growing her business, 
full custody of her daughter, Ricky, and finally, the 
freedom to imagine the possibilities in her life. 

When Nicole came to Sound in 2016 she had just 
left her abuser for a second, and final, time after 
more than a decade of marriage. Though her own 
mistreatment was demoralizing, Nicole made up 
her mind for good when the abuser started to 
repeat the pattern with Ricky. Realizing then that 
her struggle would only become her daughter’s, 
Nicole did not hesitate. 

“When my ex began to become verbally abusive 
to our daughter—this happened twice before—I 
made my mind to leave him,” she says.

(from left to right) Teri Hammaren, Jess Burden, 
Monique Dines and Beth Moga
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Nicole attributes her success today to Sound’s 
Children’s Domestic Violence Response Team 
(CDVRT), which she and Ricky participate in 
weekly. CDVRT is a unique, one-of-a kind program 
in partnership with domestic violence agencies, 
DAWN, LifeWire and New Beginnings, that 
collaborates to support the legal, emotional, and 
mental health needs as survivors go through 
the healing process needed to navigate life after 
leaving abusers. 

“Both my daughter and I were suffering with 
PTSD from the abuse we continued to endure 
throughout the divorce process, but being active 
members of Sound and attending the domestic 
violence support groups that Sound offers,” she 
says, “we had help with safety planning, symptom 
management and meeting others who understood 
our situation.”

The strength and empowerment she gained was 
instrumental in preparing her for life after 
the marriage. 

“I learned how to love myself,” she says. “This 
knowledge not only made me a better mother, and 
a happier person, it also gave me the courage to 
face our abuser in court.”

Gaining full custody of Ricky allowed the complete 
healing process, and the living, to begin.

“It has been some time since my daughter has 
seen her father and I have watched her blossom. 
Her grades have improved, her self-love is 
exemplary and both her and I are super happy to 
finally have our own home, something I didn’t think 
was ever possible when I was in the marriage.”

She points to Sound and the CDVRT program 
as the keys for her. Being part of the program, 
feeling surrounded by the care she received—the 
advocacy, the therapy, the tools—all made 
the difference.

“It just gave me a lot of hope,” she says. “Tons of
hope that if something went wrong, I’d have a 
place to go. Having Sultana (Graham, her Sound 
therapist) to talk to, having Ricky’s counselor, it 
just makes these kind of life challenges a thousand 
times easier to tackle.” 

After years of losing confidence, Nicole’s faith 
in the process was restored, and she grew as a 
person. “When I first met her, she was surviving 
the impacts of domestic violence and fighting to 
protect the physical and emotional safety of her 
daughter,” Graham says. “Despite adversity, she 
kept moving forward to provide healing for herself 
and her daughter. Today, she has the capacity to 
empower other survivors of domestic violence by 
offering hope, encouragement and guidance.”

For Nicole, the future is coming into view. Ricky, 
who is being homeschooled, is concentrating on 
her grades and hopes someday to go to medical 
school. She has good friends and a healthy and 
close relationship with her mother. Nicole, who 
lost interest in her hobbies, now looks forward to 
reigniting her passion for art, fashion and creative 
pursuits. She also is now making plans to open 
up a daycare business. She’s got a stable home 
environment for her and Ricky and dreams of 
owning her own place one day. 

Things are looking up for Nicole, and she has
learned that she can’t take life for granted. She 
knows things are looking better for her and Ricky 
and feels fortunate. Her hope, of course, is that 
others like her can seek the support they need and 
experience hope again.

“The resources are there but they are only 
good if you use them,” she says to others in the 
community just like her. “So, reach out and talk to 
people because they really want to help. Don’t lose 
hope. There’s always help out there for you.” 

*name changed to protect identity
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In 2018, Sound made significant progress in its 
implementation of Reaching Recovery an innovative 
model of care it adopted in 2017. This nationally-
acclaimed program, created by the Mental Health 
Center of Denver (MHCD), reduces community 
hospitalizations and incarcerations, saving millions 
of dollars and uses tools and data to measure 
client outcomes (for more background on the 
program, read 2017 annual report). 

Two thousand eighteen was dedicated to 
implementing the program throughout the 
organization. With hundreds of team members 
and multiple programs, the implementation was a 
significant undertaking.

As part of the implementation, Sound team 
members worked to determine best practices 
and to define what recovery means to clinical 
teams, our clients and as a philosophy for the 
organization. All team members attended a two-
part training to understand the tools to deliver 
strength-focused clinical interventions. The first 
training module provided step-by-step directions 
to administer the assessment. The second training 
module walked team members through utilizing 
the results to support strength-focused treatment 
planning and transitioning individuals to various 
levels of care.

Reaching Recovery: 
Achieving Care Outcomes

Sound team members (l to r): Felecia Graham, Pat Dickerson, Lisa Bach, 
Lindsay Jett and Le Veronica Tuyet have reaped benefits of Reaching Recovery
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Reaching Recovery provides information that
enables clinicians to tailor care to better address 
individual client needs, and the data can be 
reviewed easily. Clinicians can study real-time data 
markers and make adjustments to the care plan as 
needed to empower clients on their journey 
to recovery. 

The Reaching Recovery Model of Care has also made a 
positive impact on clinicians, peers, and providers, 
as the caseloads are determined by need such that 
clients with the greatest need are seen by clinicians 
with the smallest caseload. This ensures that each 
client receives the time and attention they need to 
make progress toward their health goals.

Chief Quality & Clinical Excellence Officer, Susie 
Winston, has been a champion for Reaching 
Recovery since its implementation. 

“Reaching Recovery is about seeing real-time 
information and making adjustments to care 
plans based on the data we’re seeing,” Winston 
says. “Reaching Recovery has taken the old way 
of care management—where everyone had a 
maximum caseload, working with all kinds of 
people with disparate needs—and turned it into 
a more efficient model, that helps us to ensure 
people receive the care they need. Our goal is to 
get every person the treatment services that they 
need at every stage of their journey. What we’re 
doing is empowering people to achieve the goals 
they identify to improve the quality of their lives by 
reaching recovery.”

Alexis Espindola is a community-based clinician 
and has a smaller caseload because she’s working 
with people who have higher care needs. Reaching 
Recovery scheduling allows Espindola to spend 
more time with people who need her. 

“I’m really the only support some people have. 
With Reaching Recovery, I can be present for them 

as they undergo surgery and during other critical 
times in their lives,” says Espindola. 

Not only is Reaching Recovery a great tool for 
helping people and a smart business strategy, but 
it’s also proving to be an excellent way to measure 
and report compliance with the Commission for 
Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF), 
which accredits and governs behavioral health 
organizations. CARF establishes the standards 
of care, treatment and services for behavioral 
healthcare organizations. Organizations are 
required to assess outcomes through the use of a 
standardized tool or instrument. Results of these 
assessments are then to be used to inform the 
goals and objectives identified in individual plans 
of care, treatment or services as needed, and to 
evaluate. Sound is addressing these requirements 
effectively with Reaching Recovery.

In the Sound Re-Entry program, a department 
that used Reaching Recovery early, there has 
been significant progress for its clients. People 
served through the Reaching Recovery model have 
increased their vital, self-care skills by 36 percent, 
and more than 20 percent of unhoused people 
have achieved stable housing.

The care is happening. The outcomes are 
provable. With Reaching Recovery firmly in place, 
Sound is able to provide effective and 
innovative whole healthcare for the 
people and communities we serve.
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Stan Moffett has a deep thirst for life. He gives 
freely of his time, volunteering his energies to 
a number of causes. He has served on Sound’s 
volunteer board of directors, including serving as 
its vice chair and then, as its board chair before 
retiring from the board in late 2018. He is also one 
of Sound’s earliest Circle of Compassion members, a 
distinction given to individuals who donate $1,000 
or more to the organization. When Stan isn’t 
volunteering for environmental causes, tutoring 
immigrant children, providing companionship for 

hospice patients or spending time with his family, 
he and his wife Maggie eagerly explore all the 
world has to offer through frequent international 
travels. 

To the casual observer, it’s easy to say that Stan is 
living the good life. But it wasn’t always 
this way for the retired corporate human 
resources professional. 

“Today I love life. I feel really lucky. But,” he reflects,
“I shouldn’t even be here.” 

Chief Marketing & Public Relations Officer, 
Steve McLean, at corporate headquarters

For Retired 
Sound Board 
Member, the 
Future is 
Rooted in 
the Past

Former Sound Board Chair, Stan Moffett, and wife Maggie Moffett
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Stan’s journey, one of addiction and of resilience, 
began in the mid-60s. Abrupt and devastating 
personal discoveries—personal matters that 
turned his world upside down—upended Stan’s 
life. The pain was so deep, so profuse that 
he turned to what he calls the “warming, 
comforting effects” of Demerol, a synthetic 
opioid pain medication.

Thus began 30 years of what he calls a “monstrous 
struggle” with Demerol, heroin and morphine. 
The dependency became so great that any type of 
emotional setback would trigger use, even though 
he held down a demanding corporate job and 
seemed to function fully and productively.

“I was fearful about accessing help through my 
employer due to the stigma of being a ‘junkie’ and 
the anticipated backlash,” he recalled later in a 
Seattle Times article detailing his struggle. 

Stan tried intermittently, yet unsuccessfully, to 
kick his addiction, even seeking out Sound (it was 
Sound Mental Health Institute at the time) in the 
80s, for support.

While it was emotional pain that led him to turn 
to opioids in the first place, it was also emotional 
pain that led to his decision to quit—the pain and 
emotional devastation that he witnessed in his 
wife, Maggie. 

“It just killed me that this was one of the effects 
of my drug addiction—the impact on her,” he 
confesses. “That was the impetus for me to finally 
get clean after so many failed attempts—when I 
saw how this was bringing her down. Her 
support and willingness to stay with me was 
really powerful.”

The comfort of knowing that someone loved him 
was galvanizing.

“I still felt that I was worth something,” he explains. 
“There were times I was shocked she was still 
with me.” 

Years later, and having been clean for 15 years, 
Stan would again cross paths with Sound. Invited 
to attend as a guest at Sound’s annual gala, Mental 
Health Matters, Stan was deeply touched by a story 
shared by a Sound client in 2010.

“I literally was crying,” he says. “Because I’m 
thinking, ‘that’s my story.’ I tried to wipe away my 
tears and asked my table host, who was board 
chair at the time, ‘How can I get involved with 
this organization?’”

A short time later, Stan was invited to serve on 
Sound’s board, where he remained until 2018. 
Highlights of his time on the board included 
serving as the board chair from 2016 to 2018 and, 
in a significant step, publically sharing his story, 
through an opinion piece in the Seattle Times and 
on KING television in 2016. He believed it was the 
right thing to do. 

Narcotics Anonymous will soon 
award Stan his 22-year coin, after 
kicking opioids in 1997. 

“I don’t ever want to forget that I’m 
an addict. I’m always reminded by 
it,” he says proudly. “My current 
coin is always with me. It’s my good 
luck charm.” 
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Sure, it was personally risky, but Stan felt it was worth sharing his story, if only 
because of community perceptions about opioid addiction.

“I’m the face of another contingency of addicted people,” he says today. “Having had 
a decent job for many years, decent family life, I look clean-cut, I’m not homeless. 
So I’m a face of the addiction that doesn’t come readily to mind. I’m proof that it can 
happen to anyone.”

Before he retired from the Sound board, Stan’s history of giving to Sound was 
punctuated with recognition as a member of Sound’s Circle of Compassion. Circle 
of Compassion is a new program created by Sound’s Development Department to 
promote a sense of community for members that have made an annual donation 
of $1,000 or more over the course of a year. He believes strongly that the program 
is vital.

“We need philanthropy,” he emphasizes. “We must have additional funding sources 
beyond public dollars to enable us to provide effective and innovative whole health 
care for the people and community we serve. The Circle also has the potential to 
draw community members into the heart of solving our dilemma with behavioral 
health and substance abuse issues.” 

As Stan Moffett reflects upon his past years of struggling with addiction, of serving 
on Sound’s board, as a dedicated and generous donor, as a man willing to open 
his life up to others and share his story, his message is one of a future. A future, he 
believes, is based on hope and resilience.

“Hope and resilience are incredibly simple words…” he notes. “When you don’t have 
hope, you’re easily attracted to something that’s going to take that fear away.”

“So, in resilience there’s hope and there’s the power of positive thinking, and in never 
giving up trying to escape that prison.”
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Since the beginning, Sound has held firm to 
its commitment of serving the community and 
providing comprehensive care to all who need it. In 
2018, in alignment with that purpose, Sound made 
the decision to rebrand and actively market Sound 
Solutions, a long-time counseling program that 
serves people with commercial insurance.

Marketing the program underscores Sound’s 
dedication to provide services to all parts of the 
community, ensuring the largest number of people 
are served. As Managed Care Organizations 
(MCOs) value accessibility of care, improved client 
experiences and efficiencies in reaching regional 

populations, Sound’s increasing support for people 
from a wide variety of insurance plans is a key 
component of its future in the marketplace.  

MCOs, the large insurers entering the region 
that now contract with community behavioral 
healthcare organizations and other providers, 
include Molina, United Behavioral Health, 
Amerigroup, Coordinated Care and Community 
Health Plan of Washington. These insurers 
expect providers to demonstrate improved care 
outcomes, increased efficiencies, optimized 
utilization of care and reduced costs, 
among others. 

Sound Solutions Ensures Full 
Continuum of Care in the Community

Sound Solutions new logo and tagline
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For the insurers and their enrollees, Sound Solutions ensures a full continuum of care 
for Sound clients—from the most complex needs to the less intensive and 
short-term needs.

Sound Solutions’ clinical staff include highly trained clinicians, specializing in a wide 
range of practice areas, including couples counseling, individual counseling, group 
therapy, grief and loss counseling, addiction treatment, and much more, including 
access to Sound’s psychiatric teams. 

“Whether our clients are on Medicaid or have private insurance, we are able to 
help,” says Katrina Egner, chief programs officer. “Utilizing our more than 50 years in 
behavioral healthcare, it is immensely gratifying to be able to serve everyone in our 
community, ranging from individuals with limited financial resources to those with 
private insurance.” 

As Sound continues to evolve toward a future of whole healthcare and regional 
expansion, this comprehensive model of care will also expand, bringing significant 
benefit to clients, the community and to insurers alike.

Sound Solutions clinicians are currently located in strategic locations throughout the 
region, with plans for future growth. 

Current locations are on Seattle’s First Hill, Tukwila, Auburn, Redmond, Bellevue, 
Northgate and Snoqualmie. For more information, visit www.soundsolutions.health 
or call (206) 302-2300.
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Cambia Health 
Foundation:
A “Big Picture” 
Partner with 
a Vision for 
System Change

In 2018, Cambia Health Foundation, the corporate 
foundation of Cambia Health Solutions, awarded 
Sound a three-year grant totaling $200,000 for its 
program serving the holistic needs of survivors 
of domestic violence. Sound was one of only 14 
nonprofits from the Northwest to receive the 
award, each with a track record for significantly 
impacting the lives of the people served.
For the Cambia Health Foundation, and its 
Program Officer, Steve Lesky, the grant is a means 
of redressing what they believe are significant 
healthcare inequities in the community, especially 

for people who have been marginalized, neglected 
or forgotten by the system.

“We know, and have known for a long time, that 
social determinants—including safety, security, 
housing—are the biggest predictors of people 
being able to achieve good health,” he says. 
“Cambia Health Foundation is committed to help 
impact the social determinants and create a 
system that achieves equity and empowers people 
to live their healthiest lives.”

Cambia Foundation’s Steve Lesky
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The Foundation also recognized that behavioral health is not only a core component 
of primary care, but that it also courses through multiple systems of care such 
as housing, primary care, addiction treatment and others. An area where it is 
readily apparent is in domestic violence, and Sound’s Children’s Domestic Violence 
Response Team (CDVRT)—a program that integrates domestic violence services, the 
court system, behavioral health, housing and other systems—exemplifies system 
changing work that the Cambia Health Foundation supports.

“We see the partnership as a way that we can help change the system and change 
the outcomes for people,” Lesky says. “I would like our partnership to hold this 
model up as ‘best in class,’ as an example of what we can do when we put the needs 
of people first and design services to support their goals—rather than having client 
needs try to fit the system.”

Sound’s Development Department applauds the Foundation.

“It is deeply gratifying to see organizations like Cambia Health Foundation step up 
in support of worthwhile and incredible programs like CDVRT,” says Sound Chief 
Development Officer, Sue Bean. “This grant is a more than a financial investment. 
It is the source of renewed hope, second chances and a new beginning for people 
who often have little other options.  We are so pleased to partner with Cambia to 
continue our work transforming lives in the community.”

The grant will be distributed over three years, ending in November 2020. Founded in 
2007, the Foundation has funded over $60 million in grants to advance patient- and 
family-centered care for all. 
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Sound Programs: 
Thousands 
Helped in 2018

Sound’s programs affected thousands of lives last 
year, ensuring hope, opportunity, and stability. 
Below are the highlights of just a few Sound 
programs that had a positive impact on the lives 
of our clients in 2018. 

SOUNDWORKS
Helping clients seek work and recovery

At Sound, we believe that helping clients get back 
to work ensures success for both the individual 
and the community.

Sound has been providing employment services 
to the people we serve for more than 23 years.  

Soundworks offers pre-employment services 
such as interview skills, soft skills, and stress 
management to help individuals return rapidly 
to competitive work. The program also provides 
comprehensive post-employment services, 
including on-the-job training, long-term 
support of the employer and employee, 
and career development.  

Nicholas Coniaris, Soundworks’ program manager, 
led the company in creating a fully equipped 
computer lab at Sound’s Capitol Hill location. “We 
know that limited access to technology is a big 
obstacle for people’s stability. Housing forms, 
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utility payments, job applications—all those 
things need to be done online now. The computer 
lab is really a necessary service. Soundworks is 
empowering people with technology.”

In 2018, Soundworks helped 60 people find 
employment, up 27 percent from 2017.  

“The companies who hire people from Soundworks 
are very happy,” says Coniaris. “We have had 
excellent feedback about the employees and the 
program. We’re empowering people to work and 
they are helping our partner companies grow.” 

Soundworks would like to acknowledge some of 
the partner organizations that employed Sound 
clients in 2018: Home Depot, QFC, Lab Corp, 
Buffalo Industries, Napa Auto Parts, Sky Chefs, 
Cascade e-Commerce, Plasma Center, Salvation 
Army, Metropolitan Market, Red Robin, Mad Pizza, 
AMAZON, NWC Puget Sound Laundry, Dupont, 
Acoustical Solutions, Gen/Care Lifestyles of Renton, 
ShoWare Center, Plasma Center, Aaron Furniture, 
Kent Valley Ice Centre, Old Castle Pre Casting, 
McDonalds, Seattle Conservation Corps, Franz 
Bakery, and Kirkland Dermatology Associates.

CARE TRANSITIONS
Care where clients need it

Sound’s Care Transitions program touched many 
lives in 2018. Care Transitions is actually a group 
of programs linked around the idea of helping 
individuals who have struggled to access (or stay 
in) care due to chronic health needs, and systemic 
gaps and barriers. Care Transitions programs are: 
Admissions Services, the Benson Heights Enhanced 
Nursing Facility program, Crisis Services, Expanded 
Community Services, Health Navigation, Sound 
Solutions, and the Transition Support program. 

Consisting of approximately 47 team members 
spanning the seven programs, thousands of 
people were supported last year. 

“So many individuals in our community need 
support and services,” says Stephanie Berg, 
director of the program. “But (they) either 
don’t know how to find them or cannot access 
them when they do find them. Care Transitions 
addresses those barriers and engages people in 
the care they need to help them on their paths 
toward recovery and productivity.”

Such was the case for one Transition Support 
program client, “TJ,” who Sound engaged while he 
was struggling with homelessness, depression and 
suicidal thoughts. Through work and hands-on 
support by Sound team members, which included 
housing advocacy, case management, and other 
services, “TJ” eventually was able to get stable and 
even reconnect with his young children.

For many programs, like Expanded Community 
Services (ECS), the program has experienced 
such success that other counties have requested 
that they expand services across county lines to 
support regions that do not have the capacity to 
serve individuals in need. 

SUPPORTIVE HOUSING
Stability through housing

Sound’s Supportive Housing programs include 
locations throughout the greater King County 
areas, and include McDermott Place, Gossett Place, 
Earnestine Anderson Place, August Wilson Place, 
Kenyon House, Pacific Court, South King County 
Housing First, Project Homestead, Standard 
Supportive Housing, and the Project 
for the Assistance of the Transition of 
Homelessness (PATH). 
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Annamaria Gueco, Sound’s Supportive Housing 
program manager, is proud of the successes the 
residents have experienced in 2018.

“We’re really empowering people to succeed.  
Permanent, supportive housing provides people 
with the stability and opportunity to attain their 
personal and professional goals.”  

Ending homelessness is not just an ethical 
imperative. The cost of unhoused people is 
high, as treating homeless people in emergency 
systems does not address the root causes of 
homelessness. A cost-effective solution for 
people with disabilities, mental illness, addiction, 
and other issues, supportive housing provides 
its tenants with the support they need to stay 
housed and out of shelters, prisons, hospitals and 
other institutions.

“Sound’s goal is to provide whole person care for 
people,” says Gueco. “Our Supportive Housing 
programs have on-site Sound team-members, 
providing daily support services. Some, even 
seven days a week, with people receiving services 
multiple times per day.”

SOUND RE-ENTRY
Advocacy for people re-entering the 
community after incarceration

Sound’s Re-Entry team collaborates with the 
criminal justice system to help people who 
have been released from jail or prison and may 
have ongoing court or probation involvement. 
The team supports successful community 
reintegration of individuals living with mental 
health and addiction issues. 

The Integrated Addiction Treatment and Mental 
Health teams work closely together to help clients 
improve mental health symptoms and work 

toward recovery from substance use disorder 
(SUD) issues. The team also helps clients with 
housing, engages with the criminal justice 
department/system (on their behalf), and 
teaches them skills to be successful in 
the community. 

In 2019, Sound’s Re-Entry team is expanding to 
include another location in South King County.

“We help people in Capitol Hill and in Tukwila, 
but so many people are living in South King 
County. I’m happy to bring services to where 
more people live and need us,” says Forensics 
Program Director, Richelle Nordeen. “When 
we empower people, they help their 
communities thrive.”

DEAF SERVICES
Access to services for an underserved population

Individuals who are deaf or hard of hearing 
experience the same mental health concerns 
as their hearing peers and, as such, seek out 
the same services to address these concerns. 
However, unlike hearing individuals, those who 
are deaf or hard of hearing do not always find 
equitable access to services.

Sound’s Deaf Services program, which 
helped 180 children and adults last year, is a 
progressive and uniquely qualified practice, 
bringing together multi-disciplinary counseling 
professionals who are also deaf specialists. 
A team of therapists offer direct access in sign 
language (ASL, signed English, and pro-tactile) 
and have expertise in the unique needs of 
deaf, hard of hearing, and deaf/blind children, 
adults, and families. The team consists of 
clinicians, certified trauma specialists, chemical 
dependency professionals, and a nurse 
practitioner. 
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The team offers face-to-face individual, group 
and family counseling as well as HIPAA-compliant 
videophone counseling which allows deaf 
individuals from all over the state to talk directly 
with ASL fluent counselors. Sound’s Deaf Services 
program is the only comprehensive, language 
accessible behavioral health program for deaf 
people in Washington.

“People who are deaf view themselves as part of a 
linguistic and cultural minority group, rather than a 
disability group.  Deaf Services counselors provide 
direct access to therapy in ASL and are conscious 
of how deaf and deaf-blind clients’ lives are shaped 
by their identity and cultural experience,” says 
Program Manager Anne Baldwin.  “Many of 
our clients travel long distances to our sites in 
order to be understood and receive therapy in 
their language.” 

CHILDREN’S DOMESTIC VIOLENCE RESPONSE 
TEAM (CDVRT)
Supporting survivors, breaking the cycle

This program, developed in 2006 by Sound’s Chief 
Quality & Clinical Excellence Officer, Susie Winston, 
is a specialized, collaborative effort between 
Sound, DAWN, LifeWire, and New Beginnings to 
provide counseling to survivors and their children 
to heal from the trauma of domestic violence.  
Treatment includes evidence-based trauma-
focused cognitive behavioral therapy, as well 
as Kids Club, a tested therapy intervention for 
children experiencing domestic violence. 

“Our goal is to ensure the ongoing physical and 
emotional safety of the children and families 
impacted by domestic violence,” says Joelle Blair, 

Director of Child & Family Services. “We are 
supporting and empowering these children and 
their families.”

Sound’s CDVRT has been recognized for excellence 
and, in 2018, was awarded a major, 3-year grant by 
Cambia Health Solutions’ Health Foundation.

In 2018, 525 children and youth from 294 families 
were served through CDVRT.  
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TOTAL REVENUE: $56,854,000

TOTAL EXPENSES: $57,307,000

King County
88.9%

Washington State 3.8%

Other Government 1%

Medicare, Insurance & Private Pay 3.5%

Grants 1%

Individual Contributions 0.6% 

In-Kind Contributions 1.3%

FINANCIALS & DEMOGRAPHICS

CLIENTS BY GENDER

Male
52.6%

Female 
47.4%

Outpatient 
72%

Administration
20%

Residential 
8%

CLIENTS BY RACE

African 
American 

16.3%

Other Race 5.4%

White, 
Caucasian

53.7%

Multi-Racial 9.2%

Native American 1.2%

Not reported 9.1%

Asian, Pacific Islander 4.5%

CLIENTS BY AGE

Adult
69%

Child
18%

Older 
Adult
13%

22 Middle Eastern .6%



Susan Abbott
Marilyn Ahearn
Karen Ainley
Alaska Airlines
Ann & Frank Alishio
Charlotte Alishio
All Things HR, LLC
Allsteel
William Alves & 
   Mary-Carter Creech
Amerigroup
Beth Anderson
LaVelle & Glenn Angliss 
Anning Johnson
Anonymous Donors (22)
Armstrong Ceilings
Janet Arthur
Auburn Technical
Mary Austin
AXA Advisors, LLC
Jonathon Bailey
Jack & Katie Baldwin
Mark & Heather Barbieri
Barclay Dean Architectural 
Products
Rachael Baresh
Carlton Baxter III
Sara Baydek-Hicks
Belden
Belden Group
Stephanie Berg &          
   Wayland Wasserman
John Berg
Annika & Jake Berman
Joelle Blair
Rebecca Bloom
BNBuilders
Tricia Boerger
Sandra Boeskov
Rebecca Bogard
Jay & Lois Bond
Don & Cyndy Bourquard
Boyce Construction
Raymond Brandstrom

THANK YOU 2018 SOUND DONORS
Sound appreciates contributions from individuals, companies, and foundations. Their support enabled us to 
improve the lives of more than 22,000 clients in 2018. Sound has made every effort to accurately acknowledge 
our donors. To report corrections, please contact the Sound Development office at (206) 901-2002.

Anne & Joe Baldwin
Mary Bartels, MD
Susan Bean
Ann & Bruce Blume
Charles Brown
Peter Carbon
Inez Cardozo-Freeman
Carolyn Corvi & John Bates
Mike De Luca
Guy Delisi
Sandy & Wright Dickinson
Jim Duncan
Jacob Durham
Paul & Renee Eisenhauer
Sophia Eitel & David McShea
Patrick Evans & Joe Gilmer
Gary Fluhrer
Kevin Fox
Cathy Gleason
Carol & Tal Godding
Sharon Griggins
David Haley
Mary Alice & James Hanken
Tim Hill
Steve & Lisa Hollomon
Timotha Hollomon
Paula Janson
Sylvia & Sam Ketcham

Arica Keyser
Gregory & Teresa LeClair
Nancy Mary Lewis
Brian & Seri Madgett
Stephen McLean & 
   Michelle Ralls
Donald & Susan Miller
Stanley & Maggie Moffett
Richard O’Keefe
Bill & Polly Parson
Tony Paul & Steve Pline
Anne Redman
John & Naria Santa Lucia
Ethan & Stephanie Seracka
Joan and Scott St. Marie
Robert & Dana Stadler
Andrew & Senta Stelma
Patience Stelma
George Stewart
Gary & Bonnie Warner
Kimbra & Tyson Wellock
Marcia Wharton, MD
Nancy Williams
Sally Wright
John & Charlotte Yates
Siamak Zahraie
Paul Zarkowski, MD & 
   Sherri Chun

Sound would like to thank our Circle of 
Compassion members, who have given 

annual cumulative gifts of $1,000 or more.
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Jane Hedreen
Bryan Helfer
Dennis Helmick
Heritage Bank
Hermanson Company
Hewlett Packard
Kassie Hinerman
Suzanne Hittman
Andrew Holloway
Robert Holm & Michael Post
Rebecca Holt
Margo Hooper
Marion Craig Hopkins
Horizons Foundation
HST Construction
Tricia Hudson
Hudson Bay Insulation
Allen Hume, PhD & 
   Maureen Pierce, PhD
Lynda Hurter
Hyster-Yale Materials Handling
David Inwards-Breland, MD
Janet Isaacson
Cassandra Jackson
Brian Jaffe
John Jessup
Jessica Joers
Charlotte Jones
JPC Architects
Radfield Justice
Mary Kannegaard
Holly Keenan
Jill Keeney-Cooper
Keeney’s Office Supply 
   & Interiors
Julie Kerr
KeyBank Foundation
David Kinard  
Ann Klein
Alan & Margaret Klockars
Katie Kohanek
Nick Kot
John Kot
Phyllis Kristjanson
William & Carole Lamberton
Cheryl & Jan Lange, MD
Sarah Lapp
Lease Crutcher Lewis
Margaret Lemberg
Melissa Leonard
Randall Leveque
Jon Levy
Jim Liming
Ryan Lindsey

Erling Erickson
Karen Eriksen
David Escame
Adam Fain
Amy Faller Lentz & Phillip Lentz
Andrew Ferreira
Beroz Ferrell & Sieghard   
   Ranacher
Mou & John Ferry
First Financial Northwest   
   Foundation
Chloe Fitzgerald
Joan Flood
David Foster
Foster Pepper, PLLC
Fred H. and Mary S. 
   Dore Foundation
Adam Frey
Charles Gadzik
Deborah Gaebler
Virginia Gannon
Mike Gano
Sergio Garcia
Gateway Construction
Melissa Gehring
Nicholas Gellert
Genoa, a QoL Healthcare   
   Company
Nancy Giunto
Alicia Glenwell
GLP Attorneys, PLLC
GLY Construction
Angela Golds
Stephen Goodman
Google
Dianne Graham & Marvin   
   Yamaguchi
Graham Construction
Robert Grannum
Greenlake Primary Care
Lisa Greer
Maren Gribskov
Brian Grimm
Groff Murphy, PLLC
Grousemont Foundation
Rolando Gueco
Scott Hagan
Louisa Hall & Evan Bourquard
Kenneth Hart
Laura Hawk
Anne Hay & John Leigh
Janet Hazelton
Julia Hecht
Joline Hedlund

Barry Brenden
Steve Brooks
Evan Brown
Marla Brucken
Kellee Bryan
Amy Burdick
Joseph Burns
Susan Buttress
Byron and Alice Lockwood 
Foundation
Amy Byrum
Pablo Cabrera
Bruce & Toni Callow
Cambia Health Foundation
Frances Carr
Century Link Employee Giving
Cheveux Design
Lisa Church
City Of Kent
Julia & David Clarke
Heidi Clary 
Chris Clayton
Sally Coates
David Coffey
Daniel & Jennifer Coffin
John Coleman
Commercial Office Interiors
Maureen Condit
Continental Mills
Costco
Juan & Sara Cotto
Frank Couch
Kevin Cox & David Griggs
Cushman & Wakefield
Kimberly Danke
David Kinard Physicians 
Insurance
Addriane DeVito
Wil Dizon
Kay Doces
My-Lan Dodd
Wayne Dodge
Deborah Dollard
Harvey Dorfsman
DP Incorporated
Nicolette Ducommun & 
   Bradley Stone
Andrew Duran
Darlene Dydasco
Katrina & Mark Egner
Amr Elebiary
Ellsworth Builders, Inc.
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Enterprise Holdings, LLC
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The Commerce Bank of    
   Washington
The Oscar G. & Elsa S. Mayer 
Family Foundation
The Partners Group
TINYpulse
Amit Trivedi
Turner Construction
Richard Tyler
U.S Bank Foundation
U.S. Bank
U.S. Bank Employee Matching 
Gift Program
U.S. Trust, Bank of America 
Private Wealth Management
Karina Uldall, MD
Unimark Construction Group
United Way of King County
UnitedHealth Group
Dave Vainio
Valley Electric
Todd Vasko
VECA Electric
Venture General Contracting
Jean Vignes
Brice Walker
Susan Walson
Linda Walton
Jacki Wanke
James Waskom
Harriet Wasserman
Amy Watson
Raleigh Watts
Weaver Architects
Rebecca Wehmeyer
Lynsee Wiegand
Derelynn Williams
Susie Winston & Martha   
   Faulkner
Bill & Nobuko Wittenberger
Sarah Wolz
Brian Wong & Cindy Gok
Joyce & Bernard 
   Zeldow, MD
Jerome Zink

Vikash Patel
Pattison General Contractor
PCL Construction Services, Inc.
Liz Pena
Performance Contracting, Inc.
Perkins Coie, LLP
Premera Blue Cross
Pride Electric
Puget Sound Business Journal
Puget Sound Energy    
   Foundation
Salim Qassis
Quality Press
RealNetworks Foundation
Robert Reyes
Elizabeth Ricciardi
Amy Ridley
Steven Rittenhouse
David & Donna Robbins
Bailey Robinson
J. Terence Roche
Luke Rona
Tracey Roxby
Alex Rule
Francine & James Rundel
Judith Runstad
Elena Saba
Salal Credit Union
Angela Samarel
Hernan Savastano
Elizabeth Schug
Schwab Charitable Fund
Seattle Foundation
Sellen Construction
Shaw Contract
Marc Shepard
Will Simmons
Cherie Singer
Skanska
SkB Architects, LLC
Andrew Smith
Richard Smith
Kay Smith-Blum & Butch Blum
Michael Snyder, MD
Gayle Solberg
Holland Spencer
Jordan Stair
Steven Sterne
Suzan Sturholm
Suddath
Mark Sullivan
Mari & Craig Swanson
Swinerton
The Attwell Foundation
The Boeing Company

Monique Little
Mona Lee Locke
Xenia Lok
Lumenal Lighting
Andrew Lyon
Diane Machatka
Chad Mackay
Dennis & Krista Marceron
Christopher Martin
Martyn Family Foundation
Jennifer Mayeda
Jason McCleary
McClone Construction
Amelia McCormick
Clifford McElroy
McKinstry
Kimberly McKittrick
Robyn McKoy
Beth Meidinger
Katherine & Will Merrick
Suzanne Michael
Microsoft Corporation
Elisa & Cameron Miller
Andrew Mina
MMS Giving Foundation
Moccasin Lake Foundation
Stella Moeller
Teresa Moore
Teresa & Gordon Mosteller
Allan & Eleanor Munro
Jeff Murphy
Allison Murphy
Marlene Myers
Karen Naro
Josh Nelson
Nesholm Family Foundation
Drew Ness
Eric Nicholson
Bud & Patricia Nicola
Rob Nielsen
Norcliffe Foundation
Northwest Children’s       
   Foundation
Northwest Sign & Design
Deirdre & Tony Novella
Ed & Mayo Ochiltree
Paul & Nancy OldenKamp
Valerie O’Leary
Judy & George Olson
Tracee Parker
Parker, Smith & Feek
Deborah Parks
John & Alayne Parson
Patti & Tom Parson
Tejal Pastakia25



Seattle Bellevue

Tukwila

Redmond

Auburn

Seattle Bellevue

Redmond

Tukwila

Auburn

SnoqualmieSnoqualmie

www.sound.health

Toll free: (800) 828-1449
Administration: (206) 901-2000
Fax: (206) 901-2010 Ask us why our CARF accreditation is important to you.

SEATTLE
Capitol Hill
1600 East Olive Street
Seattle, WA 98122
(206) 302-2200

Capitol Hill – North
122 16th Avenue East
Seattle, WA 98112
(206) 302-2700

Broadway, First Hill
600 Broadway, Suite 170
Seattle, WA 98112
(206) 302-2600

EAST KING COUNTY
Bellevue
14216 NE 21st
Bellevue, WA 98007
(425) 653-4900

Rainbow Creek
14270 NE 21st
Bellevue, WA 98007
(425) 653-5000

Redmond
16225 NE 87th, Suite A-6
Redmond, WA 98052
(425) 653-4960

Snoqualmie
37624 SE Fury Street, Suite 203
Snoqualmie, WA 98065 
(425) 653-4950

Stillwater
8705 166th Avenue NE
Redmond, WA 98052
(425) 653-5080

SOUTH KING COUNTY
Auburn
4238 Auburn Way North
Auburn, WA 98002
(253) 876-7600

Auburn
4240 Auburn Way North
Auburn, WA 98002
(253) 876-8900

Kent
841 N Central Ave, Suite C-114
Kent, WA 98032
(206) 901-2000

Headquarters
Counseling Center 
Tukwila East
6400 Southcenter Blvd.
Tukwila, WA  98188
(206) 444-3600

Tukwila West
6100 Southcenter Blvd.
Tukwila, WA 98188
(206) 444-7800

Providing comprehensive healthcare services 
throughout King County.


